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The Methods Established at Warren Editions 
Text by Zhané Warren 

 

In this text I will reflect on how certain methods were established at Warren Editions, while, 

describing the method and its properties. The text is divided into three sections, namely the 

method of making watercolour for the printing of watercolour monotypes (One), the method 

of making cloth substrates for the printing of large relief, monotype and intaglio prints (Two) 

and the method of making etchings from soot drawings using copperplate photogravure 

(Three). My drive for developing these methods were motivated by my mission to contribute 

meaningfully to South African printmaking and to change the South African printmaking 

landscape. 

 

One 

In 2010 I made large watercolour monotypes with South African painter Georgina Gratrix. She 

painted onto large PVC sheets with tube watercolour, while doing so she had to add plenty of 

water to the watercolour so as to spread it over the entire surface. 

This manner of application created translucent colours - for pigment was dispersed in a large 

volume of water and printed once dry onto white damp paper. Gratrix used this lucid quality in 

her favour by producing some portraits that for me are suggestive of innocence and 

ephemerality of youth. Even so, the saturation of the pigment was lost when dispersed in a 

large volume of water. Not allowing one to capture solid planes of colour nor manipulate 

colour values, as experienced in the watercolour monotypes made in collaboration with South 

African painter Michael Taylor during work periods over 5 years (2008 to 2011). I will describe 

the method that Warren Editions developed for the making of watercolour for monotype and 

how the properties of the medium improved the quality of the watercolour monotypes 

produced at Warren Editions. 

 

In April 2013 I scheduled Taylor to collaborate with me again. This time we planned to make 

only watercolour monotypes and I was determined to address the problems experienced with 

tube watercolour. Roxy Kaczmarek (the Studio Manager) and I researched the various methods 

of making watercolour, looking at the recipes and methods of watercolourists as far back as 

the 16th and 17th century. My aims were to have a watercolour that meets the demands of the 

watercolour monotype technique, ample supply to make many monotypes during an intense 

working period and, which satisfies the artist’s need to paint with large brushes while also 

covering an entire surface without forfeiting colour intensity. Making it oneself opened up the 

possibility to tailor-make particular colours inline with the artist’s palette. 

 

Taylor, a perfect guinea pig for our experiments with recipes, collaborated with an open mind 

and no expectations. Patiently allowing Kaczmarek and I to adjust ingredients, based on the 

medium quality and transference ability manifested in the monotypes pulled.  Neither was he 

precious, gladly discarding prints along the way. Because of the pigment concentration used 

the sheer brilliance of the colours was astonishing. At first Taylor struggled to subdue or push 

the colours back; no amount of water diminished the intensity of particular colours. And, thus 

Taylor used tube watercolour for the paler applications; allowing him to manipulate the values 

of the hues. 
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Along the way the recipe has been improved. The method of making watercolour that Warren 

Editions has developed entails firstly, mixing a watercolour solution by stirring together Gum 

Arabic, honey-water, glycerine, ox-gall and citric acid. Secondly, this solution is blended very 

well with fine pigment powder into a smooth, runny paste with a glass-muller on a glass slab, 

similarly to the method employed when making printing ink.  

 

We discovered that the storing of handmade watercolour sealed causes the trapped fungal 

spores to rapidly change into mould – Kaczmarek solved this problem by dehydrating the 

paste during times when the watercolour was not used. The watercolour now lasts for 

approximately 3 – 6 months depending on the particular pigment properties. A small amount 

of paste goes along way because of the concentration of pigment used in the making. 

Subsequently, we teach the making of watercolour to the interns in the studio’s internship 

programme and participants of the monotype workshops. 

 

Taylor visited the studio in April 2016 to make woodcuts, while taking breaks from carving he 

produced small watercolour monotypes. He shared with me that the Warren Editions 

watercolour is far more intense than the tube colours, the paint form dense areas on the PVC 

surface particularly with the blues, greens and deep yellows. He explains that it is easier for 

him to build up a lot of colour with less medium and he mixes the white from the tube 

watercolour so as to tint the colours – working with both the handmade and tube watercolour 

in combination. 

 

Two 

Warren Editions was commissioned by Yellowwoods Art to produce large prints in 

collaboration with South African artists. Their brief was clear: large prints onto cloth so that a 

print needn’t be behind glass instead stretched over a wooden frame – characteristic with 

painting – and then shipped to, amongst other, Australia, Canada, Malaysia, Singapore, UK, 

USA, Pakistan, Qatar and UAE. I will describe the method, which Warren Editions, developed 

for the making of cloth substrates for printing with relief, monotype and intaglio and how the 

properties of the Warren Editions cloth substrate (now called WECC, short for Warren Editions 

Cotton Cloth) improved the quality of prints produced for Yellowwoods Art. 

 

The project was launched with a work entitled Extended by Christo Basson; a 3 x 1 meter print, 

printed in segments using a 2 x 1 meter roller press. The composition was constructed on a 

horizontal format with components of flat colour forms and graphic figures carved from 

linoleum, allowing one’s eye to scan across the image left to right; right to left. The printing 

onto large cloth greatly impacted Basson’s compositional and medium choices as well as the 

studio’s manner in which the matrices were prepared. The challenge of this print was the soft 

cloth. Paper, commonly used for fine art prints, is sized and dimensionally stable only 

stretching marginally in one direction when passed through the roller press. Whereas cloth is 

floppy, stretches unpredictably – hampering the task of registering – and, requires a lot of ink 

for an even covering of colour. I knew that the cloth must be prepared to possess a suitable 

surface for printing onto. Namely, the surface was required to be dense so as to absorb oil-

based ink, be strong, capable of receiving layers of ink from multiple blocks and thereby 

sustain many passes through the roller press.  
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When I analysed the properties that I aimed the substrate to have, my thought was that starch 

is the answer. I had been making wheat starch paste from wheat starch powder (initially 

making my own in the summer months) for chine collé and bookbinding. This in my mind was 

the substance to use. The paste dries transparent, does not discolour over time and is 

exceptionally strong. Upon starting the application of the paste onto the cloth it became 

evident that what I need to do is to stick together two pieces of cloth in such a manner that 

they mate to form a single object. This object had the printing surface I set out to achieve. I 

set up the steps of making the paste as well as the manner in which the substrate was made. 

Thereafter, I taught the studio hand Janet Mbirimi, printers and interns the method. As the 

method was put into practice, improvements were introduced and so the method evolved day-

by-day over a period of 6 months to the established method implemented today. Essential 

ingredients for the production of approximately 300gsm cloth substrates are: 100% cotton 

cloth of medium weight with a tight weave and fine texture, wheat starch paste – prepared 

into a smooth creamy consistency, muslin, rubber squeezies, deionised water, large brushes 

and very big sheets of linoleum flooring. 

 

At the start of the work relationship with Yellowwoods Art, Basson was the guinea pig for the 

studio’s experiment with printing onto cloth. But, a year (2014) into working with 

Yellowwoods Art Warren Editions had the substrate-making method in place, and was able to 

produce enough for a limited edition of 15 plus additional proofs, at a steady pace. In the 

meantime we had produced the second print entitled Ons is hulle with a smaller format 80 x 

150 cm, again Basson used relief, but this time the components were contained within a 

frame. 

 

However, the third print with Basson was still due. For this work Basson continued with his 

stylistic approach of using segments. This time the image was a portrait. Compositionally the 

image was fragmented into separate pieces. These pieces were cut from MDF board with a 

laser using a vector-based image of the portrait. Each fragment was individually inked up with 

offset-litho ink and assembled on the press bed by a team of printers; working fastidiously so 

as to complete one print within 3 hours – the assembling of parts taking up at least half the 

time. The dimensions for the cloth substrate for Janet had to be 2,5 x 1,5 meters. The final 

print is 2 x 1,3 meters (printed on our 3 x 1,5 meter roller press acquired in 2013). The sheer 

size of Janet is overwhelming for any medium let alone for printing. The MDF pieces were 6 

mm high; therefore Morné Visagie (Project Coordinator and Printer) knew that wooden tracks 

of the same height must be placed on the sides of the inked and assembled pieces. The frame 

hugging all four sides of the fully assembled matrix took the place of the tracks and the 

header and footer where on to the top roller rested at the beginning and end of the printing. 

All the pieces and the frame were joined into one plane. As the roller’s footprint slowly 

progressed over the matrix so the cloth substrate eased into place, upon making contact with 

the matrix absorbing the ink. No warping occurred only marginal stretching. The cloth 

substrate received the entire portrait in one pass through the press. Thereafter, the cloth 

substrate was peeled away from the matrix in one careful movement - Janet separating from 

Janet. The development of the cloth substrates made the entire experience of printing on a 

large-scale possible. Because cloth substrates are absorbent, easy to handle, one can simply 

roll up the print without worrying of the rolled state leaving a memory. Frame the work 

behind glass like art on paper or stretch around a wooden frame. Also, the printers do not 
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have to deal with the problems which large sheets of paper poses, such as difficulty in 

handling, unrolling and staying flat, tearing and how to wet for printing. 

 

The method of producing substrates at Warren Editions has been part of the studio’s 

landscape for three years – enough time to develop a systematic procedure. Visagie overseas 

the entire process, ensuring that each substrate meets the requirements laid out above. If the 

quality is not met then the fabric is washed and re-made. Mbirimi still heads the production, 

teaching every intern that passes through the studio the method. 

 

Three 

In January 2016 I commenced a project in Soft ground etching and aquatint with South African 

artist Diane Victor. Victor has over the span of her career developed a way of making drawings 

with the flame from a common household candle (the cheaper the better). She aptly refers to 

these as smoke drawings. I will describe the method, which I developed for the plate 

production of what I call carbon etchings.  

 

A few days into our etching collaboration I suggested to Victor that I make an etching of a 

smoke drawing by her, employing the copperplate photogravure technique. She keenly 

responded to me doing this, though telling me of all the studios abroad and in South Africa 

that failed in their attempt produce a matrix. So naturally she had laid a challenge at my feet. I 

felt confident that the draught-film in conjunction with the light sensitive pigmented gelatin 

tissue, both used in photogravure, would be the key ingredients for the plate production. A 

very fine grain aquatint, so as to etch the tonal range into the copper, and the etching in 

various ferric chloride baths would augment the process. 

 

The smoke drawings that are unique to Victor are portraits with a characteristic appearance. 

Her stylistic approach entails her working fast and intuitively when laying down her mark so as 

to not allow her brain to interfere in the process. Also, Victor’s aim is to capture a being with 

a sense of morphing into or merging with another being. She avoids illustrating a particular 

person or becoming too precious of how the portrait should look. Instead she allows the flame 

to map the framework, and responds to these nuances of tone by increasing the darks, laying 

down more soot, or introducing the highlights by erasing and feathering away the soot with 

brushes. Trying to avoid overworking the image she rather stops before she gets ahead of 

herself. 

 

The flame releases carbon dioxide into the atmosphere and records in brown-black soot. The 

soot is in a powder form that can easily stick to a surface just as easily as it wipes away. For 

me there is an obvious correlation between the soot (carbon) on the draught-film and the 

carbon pigment transferred from the matrix to the printing paper - from an impermanent 

state to a permanent state.  

 

The draught-film is super thin, an essential quality for exposing drawings onto pigmented 

gelatin tissue. The single light source in the exposure unit must pass through the translucent 

film in a straight line so as to ensure the midtones are maintained and exposed onto the 

gelatin tissue. The thinness of the draught-film also ensures a 100% surface contact between 

the draught-film and gelatin tissue in the vacuum frame during exposure. 
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I must apply an extremely fine grain aquatint to a well-degreased copperplate. This porous 

ground is the factor that makes the carbon etchings convincing. Although an etching, the 

mimicking of smoke is vital. Smoke like vapour – a thin, fine substance diffused or suspended 

in the air forming a veil. Therefore, the aquatint grain, I apply to the copperplate must have 

the same quality as described. And, although smoke disappears Victor has managed to capture 

it on the draught-film showing the delicate soot on the surface, brown-black marks ranging 

from very light thin tones to midtones to darks with details in the shadows and highlights. 

 

To seal the deal I need to be diligent during the developing of the plate and etching phase of 

the plate. I must focus on the speed in which the ferric chloride penetrates the gelatin tissue, 

taking care that the etching occurs at a steady pace so that the tones are put in place 

convincingly. I must not be too cautious and stop the biting process too early thus losing the 

very light tones and not be over zealous and etch too long thus over etching the midtones 

and losing the detail in the shadows and highlights. The making of carbon etchings was a 

challenge that proved to reward both Victor and I in April this year. 

 

Conclusion 

For me, the gaining of skills, learning new methods and understanding the properties of 

materials are valuable in the course of becoming an exceptional printer. Making prints - is a 

problem solving exercise, and when approached as a positive challenge will reward you over 

and over again. This I have learnt in the 20 years of making prints and forms part of the 

Warren Editions milieu.  

 

 


